
WHICH MULTIPLICATIVE SEQUENCES ARE
MODIFIED CHERN CLASSES?

ARUNAS LIULEVICIUS1

Hirzebruch [S] has defined the notion of a multiplicative sequence:

It is a natural transformation of group functors

A: Kc( )->MH**( ;Z),

where KC(X) is the group of virtual unitary bundles over a finite cell

complex X [3], [4], and MH**(X; Z) is the multiplicative group of

polynomials having 1 as a constant term.

An example of a multiplicative sequence is the total Chern class:

C: Kc( ) -> MH**( ; Z).

In this note we study the question: for what multiplicative sequence

A does there exist a natural transformation

T: Kc( )->Kc()

such that T(a+l3) = T(a)-r-T(t3) for all a, PEKC(X) and the following

diagram is commutative:

Kc()->MT7**( ;Z)

T\ / C

Kc()

We shall call such A a modified Chern class.

In general, if we consider the canonical epimorphism e: Z—>ZP,

we shall say that A is a modified Chern class mod p if there exists a

T such that e*A = e*C- T.

1. Statement of results. Note that the set of all multiplicative

sequences is a group, where (Ai+A2)(a)=Ai(a)WA2(a), (—A)(a)

=A(—a) = (A(a))-1. This group will be denoted by M(Z) if the coeffi-

cients are the integers, and M(ZV) if we consider mod p coefficients,

p a prime.

Lemma. The modified Chern classes /orm a subgroup 0/ M(Z); sim-

ilarly for M(ZP).
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Proof. Immediate. We denote this subgroup by CMiZ), CMiZp),

respectively.

Theorem 1. CMiZ) is a proper subgroup of MiZ). Furthermore,

CMiZ) is free abelian and not finitely generated.

Theorem 2. CMiZp) is a proper subgroup of MiZp). Furthermore,

CMiZp) is free abelian on p — 1 generators.

Let C7CZ[[y]] be the multiplicative subgroup of power series in

a 2-dimensional variable y with constant term 1. Recall:

Theorem 3 (Hirzebruch). There is an isomorphism

h: MiZ) -> G    such that A(A) = A(t? - 1),

where 77 is the canonical line bundle over CPm.

We can now describe the generators of CMiZ): let

£» = II (1 + (» -f)y)%    where,    Cj = (-l)M   . )•
i-o \J /

Theorem 4. Let An = h~1ign). Then CMiZ) is generated by Ai, • • • ,

A„, • • • . Furthermore, «*Ai, • • • , e*Ap_i /orw a se/ 0/ generators for

CMiZp).

Let g be a natural number, Lq the subgroup of MiZ) consisting of

all A such that A (a) = 1 for all aEKciX) for X any complex of dimen-

sion g2g. Let CMiZ; q) = CMiZ)/Lqr\CMiZ); MiZ; q)=MiZ)/Lq.

Corollary 5. The cosets of Ai, • • • , A3 determine a set of generators

for CMiZ; q).

Corollary 6. CMiZ;l)^MiZ;l),CMiZ;2)9*MiZ;2);CMiZ;3)is
not isomorphic to MiZ; 3).

Finally, we list the initial terms (up to degree 7) of the sequences

determining A,-:

gi = 1 + y,

g2 = 1 -y2 + 2y3 - 3y* -   4y5 -     5y6 +       6y7,

g3 = l +2yz- 9y* + 30ys -   88/ +   240y7,

gi = 1 - 6y4 + 48>>5 - 260y« + 1200y7,

gi = 1 + 24/ - 300y6 + 2400y7,

ga = 1 - 120y6+2160y7,

gi = 1 +   720y'.
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2. Proofs. It will be helpful to recall a proof of Theorem 3 using

the splitting principle [3]. Given an aEKc(X), realize it as a U(n)-

bundle for some sufficiently big h. There is then a space Ya, a map

/: Fa—>X such that/'(a) is a Whitney sum of line bundles and /* is a

monomorphism in cohomology. Furthermore, if a and /3 are two U(n)-

bundles over X, then aXfi is a £/(2«)-bundle over XXX, and we can

take for the space YaX$ the space Ya X Yp.

Thus a multiplicative sequence A is determined by its value on line

bundles, hence by its value on the classifying line bundle—thus

Theorem 3.

We note that we can use this argument to study additive natural

transformations T: Kc( )—>7?c( ). Such a natural transformation will

be determined, once we know its value on line bundles—we let yn

be the universal w-plane bundle over X = BU(n)q, the classifying

space for w-plane bundles over complexes of dimensions ^q. Here

/: Yyn—>X has the property that both /! and /* are monomorphisms.

What values can T take on line bundles? This is answered by

Theorem 7 (Adams [l]). Given a natural number n,

KC(CP") S Zk]/(p"+i),

where p = rj — l, r\ the canonical line bundle on CPn with C(i7) = l+y,

y the two-dimensional fundamental class.

Thus there are as many natural homomorphisms T: Kc( )—>Kc( )

as there are polynomials in p. It remains to determine C°7 for each

such T. To do this it is sufficient to determine C(pn) for each n. Now

p" = (v- l)" = E (-i)M ? V~''
y-o \J /

hence

co.-) = -Tc(,,»-'-)(-rpYMY
y-o \J/

but C(rik) = l+kr), hence

c(m") = IT (i + (» - j)y)'u     cj = (- iy(n),
y-o \j I

which is precisely the power series gn in §1. This proves the first part

of Theorem 4. The second part follows if we note that if n = Ylt=o o-ip',

0^ai<p, then C(p") = C(pa0).

We wish to see what the power series C(pn) look like. If we apply

the Chern character [4] to p", we know that its leading term is y".
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Since the filtration [l] of pn is at least n, we know that the Chern

classes c\, • • • , cn-i of pn all vanish, hence

i-lYcnin- 1) cn
y" = chniji») = ---= (-1)---—

n\ in — 1)!

by   Newton's   formula.   Thus   C(m") = 1 + (-1)b(»-1)!   yn+ • • ■

higher terms.

This indicates a way of finding out whether a given series

Q(y) = 1 + fliy + a2y2 + • • •

determines a multiplicative sequence which agrees with a modified

Chern class through any finite dimensional k—we do this by strip-

ping off a coefficient at a time.

We notice that since C(p) = l-\-y, C(p2) = l—y2+higher terms,

that Q(y) always agrees with a modified Chern class in dimensions

g2 (these are the first two assertions of Corollary 6). We wish to

exhibit a Q(y) which fails to agree with a modified Chern class in

dimension 3. The simplest such example is

Qiy) = 1 + y\

for if Qiy) = JI—i CG"")6", then bi = b2 = Q, b3^0, but then the leading
term must have coefficient divisible by 2.

Example.

Qiy) = l + y + y2 + y3 + 2y* + ■ ■ •,

0(y)(i + y)-1 = 1      +y2       +2y+---,

6(y)(l + y)-1^2)1 - 1 + 2y» - 2y«+ • • • ,

G(y)d + y)-1C0*s)1C(M»)-1 = 1 + 7y« + • • •.

Therefore Qiy) = l+y+y2+y3 + 2y4+ ■ • • agrees with A11+A2~1+Aj

through dimension 3, but disagrees with every modified Chern se-

quence in dimension 4.

Theorem 1 now follows, because there are no relations on the se-

quences gn in GCZ[[y]]. Theorem 2 is proved by remarking that

GpCZp[[y]] is not finitely generated.

Remark. The referee points out that

gn  = 1 + ny

are also generators of CMiZ). They correspond to 17" —1 whereas

the gn belong to (77— 1)". The generators gn are used for filtration

purposes and are of interest for Corollaries 5 and 6. The g„ are

related to Adams' operations i/v
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